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Abstract—Emerging technologies, such as the Internet of
things, smart applications, smart grids and machine-to-machine
networks stimulate the deployment of autonomous, self-
configuring, large-scale wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Effi-
cient energy utilization is crucially important in order to maintain
a fully operational network for the longest period of time possible.
Therefore, network lifetime (NL) maximization techniques have
attracted a lot of research attention owing to their importance in
terms of extending the flawless operation of battery-constrained
WSNs. In this paper, we review the recent developments in WSNs,
including their applications, design constraints and lifetime esti-
mation models. Commencing with the portrayal of rich variety
definitions of NL design objective used for WSNs, the family
of NL maximization techniques is introduced and some design
guidelines with examples are provided to show the potential
improvements of the different design criteria.

NOMENCLATURE

AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit Error Rate
CFs Constraint Functions
CSI Channel State Information
DN Destination Node
ED Energy Dissipation
EH Energy Harvesting
IoT Internet of Things
MAC Medium Access Control
NL Network Lifetime
OFs Objectives Functions
QoS Quality of Service
REI Residual Energy Information
RL Route Lifetime
SINR Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratio
SN Source Node
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
TDMA Time-Division Multiple Access
WSNs Wireless Sensor Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is constituted by spatially
distributed autonomous devices communicating wirelessly,
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Fig. 1. The taxonomy of the WSN applications.

gathering information and detecting certain events of signifi-
cance in the physical and environmental conditions. Each of
these devices is capable of concurrently sensing, processing
and communicating. Having these capabilities on a sensor
device offers a vast number of compelling applications [1]–[5],
as illustrated in Fig. 1. For example, one of the oldest appli-
cation areas of WSNs is found in environmental monitoring,
ranging from the tracking herds of animals to the monitor-
ing hard-to-reach areas. Military battlefields also constitute a
potential application of WSNs, especially in inaccessible or
hostile territory, where WSNs may be indispensable for the
detection of snipers, intruders and for tracking their activity.
Additionally, the deployment of WSNs can be very useful for
improving logistics, where tackling the challenges in managing
goods that are being transported can preserve their quality by
monitoring the temperature of containers, just to mention a
few.

As another example, WSNs can be used for improving
the gaming experience by enhancing the interactions between
the physical world and virtual world using wearable and
implantable camera sensors. Medical and health applications
form another important set of WSN applications enabling
carers to monitor the conditions of patients either in hospital
or in elder people’s home. Radiation level control, explosive
gas level and leakage detection, as well as restricted area
control also form part of the potential security and emergency
applications.

In the Internet of things (IoT) era, there is a plethora of
applications using WSNs [6], in smart cities and other smart
environments, in remote metering and smart water provision,
in efficient agriculture as well as smart farming and so on [7].
Many other sophisticated WSN applications have been pro-
posed in the literature for improving the quality of human life,
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such as supply-chain control for retail purposes, remote control
of home appliances, industrial factory automation, automotive-
, rail-, and air-traffic control as well as disaster control. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

1) We provide a compact classification of smart WSN
applications, considering the recent advances.

2) A comprehensive list of the design constraints of WSNs
is provided.

3) A broad overview of network lifetime (NL) definitions
is offered.

4) We provide a critical appraisal of the state-of-the-art
NL maximization techniques, including their objective
functions (OFs), constraint functions (CFs), optimization
tools and optimality.

5) After discussing all the relevant NL maximization con-
tributions in the literature, we will provide generic
design examples for maximizing the NL of WSNs.

The rest of this paper is organized as illustrated in Fig. 2.
We provide a comprehensive list of definitions of the NL
design objective in Section II. Then, the typical design con-
straints of WSNs are described in Section III, followed by
the portrayal of NL maximization techniques in Section IV.
Finally, in Section V we provide a summary section, including
our conclusions and generic design criteria examples in the
interest of maximizing the NL. We will close with some future
research directions.

II. NETWORK LIFETIME DESIGN OBJECTIVE

A physically tangible definition of the NL design objective
can be formulated as the total amount of time during which
the network is capable of maintaining its full functionality
and/or of achieving particular objectives during its operation,
as exemplified in [31]1 and [32]. Moreover, the NL is a
crucial metric in terms of providing the system designer
with well-informed decisions for the sake of maintaining the
desired network performance and the QoS in WSNs, where
the sensor nodes usually rely on a limited battery capacity,
unless they have direct mains supply. Moreover, in realistic
applications, replenishing the battery energy of the sensors or
replacing the sensors is usually impractical. Therefore, the NL
is constrained by the battery of the individual sensors in the
WSN considered [1], [2]. However, the definition of NL may
vary depending on the specific application, on the objective
function and on the network topology considered. Specifically,
the authors of [15], [16] and [14] defined the expiration of the
NL as the time instant at which a certain number of nodes
in the network depleted their batteries. As a further example,
the NL was defined in [33] as the lifetime of the specific
sensor node associated with the highest energy consumption
rate, whereas the authors of [10], [8] and [12] considered the
lifetime of the network to be expired at the particular instant,
when the first node’s battery was depleted. The NL in [8] was
also defined as the instant, when the first data collection failure

1This paper is a more recent contribution on NL definitions than [31] from
2009. However, [31] is mostly focused on the definitions of NL, including
their own parameterized NL definition. In this paper, we have provided a
comprehensive survey of NL maximization techniques, which has not been
disseminated in the literature.
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Fig. 2. The structure overview of this paper.

occurred. Note that there are various alternative NL definitions,
which were discussed in [3], [8], [10], [13], [31], [34]–[36]. In
Table I, we provide a comprehensive list of the NL definitions
considered in the literature. We classify the NL definitions
into four categories, namely the family of node-lifetime based
NL, coverage and connectivity based NL, transmission based
NL and parameterized NL definitions. More explicitly, node-
lifetime based NL definitions are dependent on the longevity
of the sensors, while the coverage and connectivity based
NL definitions are based on providing coverage for a specific
target area and/or on guaranteeing a particular quality of the
connectivity. The family of transmission based NL definitions
relies on the delivery of information, for example on data
collection failure, on event detection ratio, on sensory infor-
mation estimation, on data reception failure at the sink, on
the SNR as the QoS requirement and on a broad range of
other transmission-characteristic based NL definitions. A NL
definition may also be parameterized by the probability of
node availability, by the quality of coverage and connectivity
and so on. Finally, we categorise the different NL objectives as
"NL-1, NL-2, NL-3,..., NL-14" in Table I, which are then used
to specify the exact NL design objective used in the literature
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TABLE I
THE CLASSIFICATION OF DEFINITIONS OF THE NL DESIGN OBJECTIVE.

NL Category NL Order Examples

Node-lifetime

NL-1 The earliest time instant at which any of the sensor nodes in the network fully depletes its
battery [8]–[13].

NL-2 The time instant, beyond which only a certain fraction of operational nodes remains in the
network [14]–[16].

based NL NL-3 The time, at which the first cluster head fully discharges its battery [17].
NL-4 The time, when all the sensor nodes in the network fully deplete their battery [18].

Coverage and
NL-5 The time duration, for which the target area is covered by at least k nodes, which was

termed as the k-coverage in [19].
connectivity NL-6 The time, until a specific target area [20]–[22] or the entire area [23], [24] is not covered

by at least a single sensor node.
based NL NL-7 The total amount of time, beyond which either the coverage or the packet delivery ratio

falls below a certain threshold [25].
NL-8 The time duration up to the moment, when the coverage is lost [26].

Transmission

NL-9 The time, within which a certain amount of information has been transmitted [27].
NL-10 The time duration up to the moment, when the network becomes incapable of maintaining

a reasonable event detection ratio [18].
NL-11 The number of sensory information estimation task cycles achieved before the network

becomes nonoperational [28].
based NL NL-12 The time instant, when the last report is delivered to the sink [8], [29]. More explicitly, the

time-span until the specific instant, when the first data collection failure occurred.
NL-13 The longest time period, over which the QoS constraint, such as the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) requirement is satisfied [30].

Parameterized
NL-14 In [31], a parameterized NL definition was stipulated, including the above-mentioned

common definitions, such as node availability, coverage, connectivity, data collection and
so on.

NL This NL definition can be used for most of the applications, since the required objective
can be incorporated into or discarded from the formulation of the NL definition.

surveyed in Tables III–IX.

III. DESIGN CONSTRAINTS OF WSNS

The above-mentioned applications have been designed for
accomplishing a specific objective or a desired task. There-
fore, as illustrated in Fig. 3, there are several design con-
straints, denoted by "Const.-1, Const.-2, Const.-3,..., Const.-
6", which necessitate the careful consideration of the WSN
deployment depending on the application requirements and
on the objectives to be achieved [1]–[3], [5]. Observe in
Fig. 3 that the particular choice of the communication medium
affects the design of the communication protocols, because
different radio spectral bands require different communication
configurations, including the transmit power, the effective
transmission distance, the presence or absence of line-of-sight
propagation, the interference levels encountered, and so on.
Similarly, once the carrier frequency has been determined, the
related channel characteristics [37] play a significant role in

predetermining the attainable performance of the application
considered. Additionally, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the cost
of each sensor device is also an important design factor in
terms of determining the total cost of the WSN, since the
application considered may require the scattering of thousands
of sensor devices in a specific field, which also requires
careful consideration of the network size and the topology
in order to maximize the NL [38], [39]. Hence, indepth
studies have been dedicated to minimizing the total cost of
the WSN, while providing the maximum grade of connectivity
and coverage quality in the interest of NL maximization [40],
[41]. Fig. 3 captures the main design constraints of WSNs at
a glance, demonstrating that the battery capacity, computing
and storage capabilities constitute precious limited resources,
which the design of WSNs hinges on. Fig. 3 suggests that
the network topology [35], [42]–[44] is another crucial aspect
influencing the design of WSNs, since it is often conceived
for a particular application, which indeed affects all the salient
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Fig. 3. The design constraints of WSNs for maximizing the NL.

network characteristics, such as the delay, the capacity, the
routing complexity, the energy consumption and the NL, which
are constrained by the network resources.

Additionally, it is crucial to maintain a high grade of
connectivity and coverage quality, which is facilitated by the
appropriate density of nodes. To elaborate a little further, an
excessive node-density generates excessive traffic conveying
correlated data, whilst an insufficient density degrades the
coverage quality. Coverage quality has been extensively stud-
ied in the context of WSNs [26], [40], [41], which is crucial
for the sake of maintaining seamless connectivity. Explicitly,
the coverage quality and the grade of connectivity influences
the choice of data gathering methods and routing algorithms
designed for achieving the desired quality of service (QoS)
requirements, as indicated in Fig. 3.

Moreover, the data gleaned from a particular sensor node
may be corrupted by the hostile, error-prone wireless channel,
hence it is important to verify and if necessary, to correct
the information relayed to the sink node for increasing the
attainable reliability [37], [45]–[48]. Additionally, in the event
of node failure, the network still has to remain operational and
robust [49], where maintaining fault tolerance is also of high
significance. Specifically, in large-scale WSN deployments,
self-organization and self-configuration assist the network in
replacing the failing sensor nodes without perturbing the entire
application [50], as illustrated in Fig. 3. It also has to be
resilient against denial-of-service (DoS) attacks and must be
resistant to eavesdropping [3], [5].

Additionally, application-specific QoS requirements, such
as the latency, energy dissipation (ED), lifetime, bit error
rate (BER), throughput, interference levels, time synchroniza-
tion accuracy and data redundancy have to be taken into ac-
count during the deployment of the WSN in order to guarantee
the seamless operation of the application considered [36], [51],
as illustrated in Fig. 3. From a physical layer point of view,
maximizing the throughput whilst concurrently reducing the
BER may be feasible, but only at an increased implementa-
tional complexity and at a commensurately increased ED ne-
cessitated by sophisticated signal processing [52], as illustrated
in Fig. 3. More explicitly, the attainable capacity of a wireless

link strictly depends on the signal power, on the noise and
on the interference levels at the receiver [9], [11]. Since the
channel conditions are time-variant, maintaining the required
BER can be a challenging task in a low-power WSN [36],
as indicated in Fig. 3. Additionally, in densely populated
WSNs, the data observed by the adjacent sensors may be
correlated [53], which may result in an inefficient exploitation
of the resources, especially when the NL maximization is a
key objective to be considered.

The specific deployment strategies of WSNs [38], [39]
substantially affect the characteristics of the network, such
as the sensor node density, the specific sensor locations, the
anticipated degree of network dynamics and the longevity of
WSNs. Similarly, the grade and the nature of mobility also
has a significant impact on the degree of network dynamics as
well as on the NL, which affects the design of both the routing
protocols and of the associated distributed algorithms [3], [5],
[29], [54], [55]. Explicitly, the above-mentioned design factors
crucially depend on the mobility characteristics, as presented
in Fig. 3. Therefore, the design factors of self-configuration,
self-organization, robustness, reliability and fault tolerance
play a significant role in constructing an adaptive and scalable
WSN, where the longevity of the network is a crucial objective
to be accomplished [49].

The lifetime of a WSN represents the total amount of
time, over which the network remains operational and hence
supports the application considered [11], [36]. Therefore,
observe in Fig. 3 that the network’s lifetime is one of the
most important design factors in WSNs, since all the above-
mentioned design constraints can only be met, if the network is
operational. Explicitly, in this treatise we specifically focused
our attention on the NL as our design objective, while the state-
of-the-art in NL maximization techniques is also surveyed.

Finally, in the following sections we explicitly specify the
design constraints of Fig. 3, denoted by "Const.-1, Const.-
2, Const.-3,..., Const.-6", that are used in the state–of-the-
art literature in the column of "Constraint Function (CF)"
of Tables III–IX. Therefore, one can readily observe the NL
design objective as well as the design constraints utilized in
the state-of-the-art literature of Tables III–IX using Fig. 3 and
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Table I.

IV. NETWORK LIFETIME MAXIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

There are several NL maximization techniques in the lit-
erature, as classified in Fig. 5. Each of them may consider
a different NL definition and a different objective function,
where the NL definition may also vary depending on the
application, on the particular objective and on the network
topology considered. Observe in Fig. 5 that resource alloca-
tion, opportunistic transmission schemes, sleep-wake schedul-
ing, routing, clustering, mobile relays and sinks, coverage
and connectivity, optimal deployment, data gathering, network
coding, data correlation, energy harvesting and beamforming
are the most important techniques we highlight in this part of
the paper. Therefore, we classify these techniques in Fig. 5,
where the NL is maximized using a particular type of tech-
nique from the literature. Some papers are related to multiple
NL maximization techniques. However, here we classify the
papers according to their main context and focus.

The classification in Fig. 5 is created based on the most
influential papers in the field of the WSNs that focus on the
network lifetime maximization as their objective function. We
have searched through the lavish WSN literature and cited the
most influential papers in the field, which tend to be the most
highly cited research papers. In Table II, we list the papers we
used to define our classification together with the total number
of citations of these papers and then we list the number of
citations for the most and least cited papers. The least cited
papers tend to be the newest papers published during the last
year. As mentioned before, these papers are selected as the
most influential papers while focusing our attention on the
papers, where the objective was to maximize the NL. This is
how the NL maximization techniques illustrated in Fig. 5 were
selected.

In the following, we will discuss each NL maximization
technique in detail based on Fig. 5.

A. Resource Allocation Relying on Cross-Layer Design

Resource allocation is one of the most important and
perhaps the most frequently investigated NL maximization
techniques in the literature [9], [11], [37], [44], [47], [128].
Resource allocation operations typically rely on the cross-
layer optimization of various cross-layer design constraints,
including the transmission reliability, routing, power control,
scheduling, optimal node-deployment, throughput maximiza-
tion, estimation quality and rate adaptation, which indeed
form part of the design constraints in WSNs, as presented in
Fig. 3. Hence, resource allocation may be combined with var-
ious NL maximization techniques, since all NL maximization
techniques rely on some resource allocation algorithm. For
example, Hoesel et al. [56] proposed a cross-layer approach
for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to
maximize the NL, where the MAC layer sets the sensors to
either their active- or inactive-mode and the routing layer aims
for finding energy-efficient routes in the face of a dynamic
topology. In [47], Kwon et al. investigated the NL maximiza-
tion problem of WSNs, which jointly considers the physical

layer, the MAC layer and the routing layer in conjunction with
the end-to-end transmission success probability constraint. The
authors of [47] demonstrated that the joint optimization of
power control, retransmission control and routing optimization
is capable of significantly improving the NL compared to sub-
optimal algorithms. Another resource allocation approach was
proposed for NL maximization by Xu et al. [37], examining
the conflicting design objectives, including the transmit rate,
delivery reliability and NL using an optimization framework
imposing time-varying channel capacity, reliability and energy
constraints and demonstrated that the selection of the suitable
weights for each of these objectives is crucial for the sake of
meeting the desired application performance.

Additionally, the authors of [9] considered the joint op-
timal design of the transmit rate, power and link schedul-
ing for the sake of NL maximization in an interference-
limited WSN communicating over an additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel and demonstrated the benefit of multi-
hop routing, traffic-load balancing, interference management
and spatial reuse in extending the NL. Similarly, in [58]
the cross-layer operation of the link layer, MAC layer and
routing was invoked for maximizing the NL considering the
transmitter’s circuit ED in a WSN communicating over an
AWGN channel. Another cross-layer optimization technique
was employed in [57] for illustrating the trade-off between
NL maximization and application performance. As a further
advance, the authors of [59] investigated the trade-off between
the energy consumption and application-layer performance
exploiting the interplay between network lifetime maximiza-
tion and rate allocation problems with the aid of cross-layer
operation in WSNs. Additionally, Wang et al. [44], [128]
advocated a cross-layer approach in order to minimize the
ED and to maximize the NL of a WSN composed of mul-
tiple sources and a single sink, where power allocation, link
scheduling and routing problems were jointly optimized. A
similar study was performed in [60], formulating the network
lifetime maximization problem as a joint power, rate and
scheduling problem subjected to rate distortion constraints,
capacity constraints of the links, energy constraint of the
sensor batteries and delay constraint of the encoded data
arriving at the sink node.

In [11], we formulated the NL maximization problem as
a convex optimization problem in Equations (1)–(7) encom-
passing the routing, scheduling, as well as the transmission
rate and power allocation operations for transmission over
an AWGN channel, where z is the reciprocal of the NL.
The links that are active in time slot n are denoted by the

set Ln, while s =

[
s1, 0, · · · , 0,−s1

]T
is the source rate

vector. The first and last elements of the source vector are
nonzero, and the remaining elements are set to zero, because
the first node is the source node (SN) and the last node
is the destination node (DN), while the other nodes act as
relay nodes. The variables of the optimization problem are z,
Ql,n and rl,n for l ∈ Ln, n = 1, · · · , N . The vector of the
rate variables associated with time slot n is given by rn =[
rl1,2,n, rl2,3,n, · · · , rlV−1,V ,n

]T
. Furthermore, we denote the
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2004

2014

Hoesel et al. [56] proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to
maximize the NL.2004

Kwon et al. [47] investigated the NL maximization problem of WSNs, which jointly considers the physical
layer, the MAC layer and the routing layer.

2006
Madan et al. [9] considered the joint optimal design of the transmit rate, power and link scheduling for the sake
of NL maximization communicating over an AWGN channel.2006

Nama et al. [57] performed a cross-layer optimization approach illustrating the trade-off between NL maxi-
mization and application performance.

2006

Madan et al. [58] conducted cross-layer operation of the link layer, MAC layer and routing for maximizing the
NL.

2007

Zhu et al. [59] investigated the interplay between network lifetime maximization and rate allocation problems
with the aid of cross-layer optimization of WSNs.

2007

Li et al. [60] formulated the network lifetime maximization problem as a joint power, rate and scheduling
problem.

2008

Phan et al. [38] presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization problem, involving the power allocation and
scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL.

2009

Luo et al. [61] studied the trade-off between conflicting throughput and NL objectives with the aid of a cross-
layer power allocation scheme.

2011

Ehsan et al. [62] designed cross-layer MAC-aware routing optimization schemes for WSNs that are capable of
multichannel access for the sake of NL maximization.

2012

Jeon et al. [63] utilized both the contention probability and the sleep control probability of the sensor nodes for
formulating the NL maximization problem.

2013

Xu et al. [37] examined the conflicting design objectives including transmit rate, delivery reliability and NL
through an optimization framework.2014

Fig. 4. Timeline of resource allocation techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

power amplifier’s efficiency as (1 − α) [135]. Equation (2)
guarantees the flow-conservation, which physically implies the
delivery of information generated at the SN to the DN. The
specific resources, such as the transmit rate is constrained
by the power in Eq. (3). The energy-conservation constraint
is given by Eq. (4), which allows each node to dissipate at
most the initial amount of battery energy. Equation (5) sets
the constraint on the transmission power of a given node.
Exploiting (1)–(7), we derived the closed-form equations of
the instantaneous transmission rate and the power variables
in (8)–(9) with the aid of the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality
conditions of [136] and Lagrangian constrained optimization.
We obtained optimal solutions for the transmit rate and for
the power variables using Gauss-Seidel and gradient ascent
algorithms. For more details, the motivated readers are referred
to [11].

Another cross-layer approach conceived for maximizing the
NL was proposed in [62], where MAC-aware routing opti-
mization schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of
multichannel access. A different approach to NL maximization
was introduced in [63], where both the contention probability
and the sleep control probability of the sensor nodes was
utilized for formulating the NL maximization problem, while
maintaining both the throughput and the signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) requirements.

An optimal control approach was invoked for maximizing
the NL with the aid of a carefully selected routing proba-
bility [12], where all the sensors were configured to deplete
their energy exactly at the same time. Additionally, Phan
et al. [38] presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization
problem, where the first stage involves maximizing the number
of sensor nodes deployed for the existing WSN and the second
stage includes the power allocation and scheduling operations
in order to maximize the NL. A similar cross-layer design
approach was proposed in [64] by adopting the constraints
of the joint routing and MAC layers in order to maximize
the NL. The authors of [61] studied the trade-off between
conflicting throughput and NL objectives with the aid of a
cross-layer power allocation scheme and demonstrated that an
optimal choice of transmit power is essential in the interest
of achieving a high throughput and a high NL. The authors
of [65] investigated the impact of the transmit rate on the
NL for both single-hop and multi-hop transmission scenarios
by exploiting the interplay between the estimation accuracy
of the channel as well as the data transmitted and energy-
efficiency. This is mainly because increasing the transmit
rate degrades the NL, but on the other hand improves the
estimation quality of the data transmitted. In this section, we
outlined the major contributions in the context of resource
allocation, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The OFs, the constraints,
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Fig. 5. The classification of the NL maximization techniques.

TABLE II
REFERENCES SELECTION CRITERIA IN THE CONTEXT OF NETWORK LIFETIME MAXIMISATION OF WSNS.

Classification Papers Total number of
citations

Number of cita-
tions for the most
cited paper

Number of cita-
tions for the least
cited paper

Resource allocation using
cross-layer design

[9], [11], [12], [37],
[38], [44], [47], [56]–
[63], [63]–[65]

1250 401 12

Opportunistic
transmission
schemes/Sleep-wake
scheduling

[8], [56], [63], [66]–[76] 1609 433 14

Routing/Clustering [12], [28], [43], [62],
[71], [72], [77]–[86]

5530 2027 16

Mobile relays and sinks [29], [54], [55], [87]–
[92]

1087 178 35

Coverage and connectiv-
ity/Optimal deployment

[1], [2], [14], [16], [20],
[26], [38]–[40], [49],
[93]–[109]

36034 16346 59

Data gathering/Network
coding

[23], [24], [105], [110]–
[117]

2288 779 59

Data correlation [53], [78], [110], [118] 294 165 35
Energy harvesting [14], [109], [119]–[125] 100 22 10
Beamforming [30], [126], [127] 50 34 5
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TABLE III
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION(S) (OF), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF RESOURCE ALLOCATION TECHNIQUES THAT

MAXIMIZE THE LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint Function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality
2004 Hoesel et

al. [56]
NL-2: NL Const.-1,-2: Time-division multiple

access (TDMA)-based MAC proto-
col, sleep scheduling, routing, dy-
namic topology

An on-demand source routing algorithm [129]
using OMNeT++. Optimal solution is obtained.

2006 Kwon et
al. [47]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Power control, retrans-
mission control, energy efficient
routing, end-to-end transmission
success probability

Greedy power allocation, cost-based routing,
greedy retry limit allocation, cost-based rout-
ing and power control algorithms [47]. Low-
complexity suboptimal solution and optimal so-
lution at the expense of high-complexity are ob-
tained.

Madan et
al. [9]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-5: Flow conservation, rate
constraints, energy conservation,
power limits, link scheduling

An iterative algorithm solving a series of convex
optimization problems. Suboptimal solution is ob-
tained.

Nama et
al. [57]

NL-1: NL,
application
perfor-
mance

Const.-2,-5: Source rate control, re-
source allocation, flow control, ED
constraint

An iterative algorithm based on subgradient
method [130]. Optimal solution is obtained.

2007 Madan et
al. [58]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-5: Rate and power alloca-
tion, flow and energy conservation,
scheduling

An iterative algorithm for finding the optimal
transmission scheme. Suboptimal solution is ob-
tained.

Zhu et al.
[59]

NL-1: NL,
fair rate al-
location

Const.-1,-2: Flow constraints,
power control, energy constraints,
MAC contention

A fully distributed algorithm considering network
utility maximization framework. Suboptimal solu-
tion is obtained.

2008 Li et al.
[60]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-5: Rate and power allo-
cation, capacity limits, scheduling,
ED, rate distortion, delay constraint

Successive convex approximation
algorithm [131]. Optimal solution for TDMA,
suboptimal solution for non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) are obtained.

2009 Phan et
al. [38]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Sensor node admission
and deployment, power allocation,
link scheduling

Cross-layer optimization framework based on
mixed integer linear programming using CPLEX
library [132]. Optimal solution is obtained.

2011 Luo et al.
[61]

NL-1: NL,
throughput

Const.-2,-5: Power allocation,
flow conservation, capacity
limit, scheduling constraint,
ED constraint

Algorithms for max-min NL with max-min
throughput, for maximizing the throughput under
NL constraint, for maximizing the NL under
throughput constraint. Optimal solution is ob-
tained.

2012 Ehsan et
al. [62]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2,-5: MAC contention
control, rate requirement, ED
constraint, flow balance constraint

Routing schemes based on linear programming
models and mixed integer programming model
using CPLEX [132] and Matlab. Suboptimal so-
lution is obtained.

2013 Jeon et al.
[63]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-5: Contention and sleep
control probability, throughput and
SINR requirements, energy con-
straints

An algorithm based on subgradient method [130]
for finding the optimal Lagrange multipliers. Op-
timal solution is obtained.

2014 Xu et al.
[37]

NL-1: NL,
rate, relia-
bility

Const.-2,-4,-5: Capacity limits, reli-
ability and ED constraints

Stochastic subgradient algorithm [133], [134].
Optimal solution is obtained.
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min. z (1)
s.t. A(r1 + r2 + ...+ rN ) = s ·N, (2)(

N0

Gi,j
erli,j ,n−Qli,j ,n +

∑
i′ 6=i,li′,j′∈Ln

Gi′,j

Gi,j
e
rli,j ,n+Ql

i′,j′ ,n
−Qli,j ,n

)
− 1≤0,∀n, l,l ∈ Ln, (3)

N∑
n=1

( ∑
l∈O(i)∩Ln

(
(1 + α) · eQli,j ,n + Pct

)
+

∑
l∈I(i)∩Ln

Pcr

)
≤ z · Ei ·N, ∀i, (4)

Qli,j ,n ≤ log
(
(Pi)max

)
, l ∈ Ln, (5)

rn ≥ 0, ∀n, (6)
rli,j ,n = 0, ∀l /∈ Ln. (7)

2005

2011

Chen et al. [8] advocated an efficient MAC protocol, which relies both on the channel state information and on
the MAC’s knowledge of the residual energy in order to maximize the NL.2005

Chen et al. [67] focused their attention on the transmission scheduling relying on the opportunistic channel
state information for the sake of NL maximization.2007

Phan et al. [68] proposed an energy-efficient transmission scheme based on the prevalent channel conditions in
order to maximize the NL.

2010

Hung et al. [69] developed a routing protocol exploiting the advantages of opportunistic routing in order to
maximize the NL.2010
Wu et al. [70] proposed a coalition formation game-theory method in the interest of selecting the best possible
transmission scheme for maximizing the NL.2011

Fig. 6. Timeline of opportunistic transmission techniques that maximize the lifetime of WSNs.

Qt+1
li,j ,n

= log
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j − ϑtli,j ,n
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·

ωt
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li′,j′ ,n

(
Gi,j′

Gi′,j′
· er

t
l
i′,j′ ,n

−Qt
l
i′,j′ ,n

)
(8)

+
∑

li′,j′∈Ln,li′,j′ 6=li,j ,i′<i

ψt
li′,j′ ,n

(
Gi,j′

Gi′,j′
· e

rtl
i′,j′ ,n

−Qt+1
l
i′,j′ ,n

)−1
 , ∀l, n,

rt+1
li,j ,n

= log

 µt
i − µt

j

ψt
li,j ,n

·
(

N0

Gi,j
+

∑
li′,j′∈Ln,li′,j′ 6=li,j

Gi′,j
Gi,j
· e

Qt+1
l
i′,j′ ,n

)
+Qt+1

li,j ,n
, ∀l, n. (9)

their optimization algorithms and optimality are surveyed in
Table III, which also summarizes the particular resources
allocated in the OF(s) and Constraint Function(s) columns.

B. Opportunistic Transmission Schemes and Sleep-Wake
Scheduling

Once the information has been gathered by the sensors,
its transmission to the sink node can be initiated. However,
it has to be carefully considered, which specific group of
sensors should relay the sensed data to the DN, at which
instant in time, especially when communicating over fading
channels. Plausible logic dictates that transmission using those
particular sensors, which momentarily experience better chan-

nels conserves considerable amount of energy. Matamoros et
al. [66] proposed opportunistic power allocation and sensor
selection schemes for parameter estimation, where only the
specific sensors enjoying favorable channel conditions were
involved in the estimation of the data transmitted via adapt-
ing their transmit power relying on both the channel state
information and the residual battery charge information in
order to enhance the NL. Furthermore, Chen and Zhao [8]
advocated an efficient MAC protocol, which relies both on
the channel state information and on the MAC’s knowledge
of the residual energy in order to maximize the NL. In [67] the
authors focused their attention on the transmission scheduling
of specific access points communicating over a fading channel
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2004

2014

Hoesel et al. [56] proposed a cross-layer approach for jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to
maximize the NL.2004

Sichitiu et al. [76] implemented a sensor on-off mode scheduling scheme for awakening a specific sensor so
that more energy can be conserved for the sake of NL maximization.

2004

Chamam et al. [74] focused their attention on finding the optimal sensor status in terms of their sleep-wake
mode for the sake of NL maximization.

2009

Kim et al. [137] developed an optimal solution for controlling the sleep-wake mode scheduling in order to
maximize the NL subject to packet delay constraint.

2010

Liu et al. [71] advocated a joint routing and sleep scheduling algorithm for reducing the ED by allowing the
idle sensors to become dormant for the sake of NL maximization.

2010 Zhao et al. [73] employed virtual backbone scheduling philosophy, where most of the sensors remain in
sleeping-mode in order to maximize the lifetime of the WSN.

2012

Jeon et al. [63] suggested that the NL can be improved using joint contention and sleep-wake mode control,
while guaranteeing both the throughput and the SINR requirements.

2013
Li et al. [75] proposed a joint data aggregation and MAC layer design, where the power dissipation was
reduced through sleep scheduling for the sake of NL maximization.2013

Hsu et al. [72] proposed the joint design of sleep-wake scheduling necessitating the appropriate organization of
sensors to become dormant for the sake of improving the NL.2014

Fig. 7. Timeline of the sleep scheduling techniques that maximize the NL.

relying both on the opportunistic channel state information and
on the remaining battery charge information for the sake of NL
maximization. Phan et al. [68] proposed an energy-efficient
transmission scheme based on the prevalent channel conditions
in order to maximize the NL. More explicitly, transmissions
were only activated, when the channel quality was above a pre-
defined threshold, while communicating over fading channels.
Moreover, a routing protocol exploiting the advantages of op-
portunistic routing in order to maximize the NL was presented
in [69], where both the end-to-end transmission cost as well as
the residual battery charge of each sensor and the transmission
success probability of each relay node was jointly considered.
As a further development, Wu et al. [70] proposed a coalition
formation game-theory framework in the interest of selecting
the best possible transmission scheme for maximizing the NL.
In this section, the major contributions on the subject of the
opportunistic transmission techniques conceived in the interest
of maximizing the NL are summarized in Fig. 6, whilst their
OFs, constraints, optimization algorithms and optimality are
surveyed in Table IV.

Nonetheless, the employment of sleep-wake mode based
scheduling can be extremely beneficial in terms of an extended
NL, especially in application scenarios, when the packets only
arrive sporadically. Hence, Kim et al. [137] developed an op-
timal solution for controlling the sleep-wake mode scheduling
of a so-called anycast packet-forwarding scheme2 in order to
maximize the NL subject to packet delay constraints. Another
example of the sleep-wake mode scheduling can be found
in [71], where Liu et al. advocated a joint routing and sleep
scheduling algorithm for balancing the tele-traffic load across

2Each sensor node opportunistically transmits a packet to the closest
neighboring sensor node that wakes up in the set of multiple sensor nodes.

the entire network and for reducing the ED by allowing
the idle sensors to become dormant. The algorithm proposed
in [71] extended the NL by 29% compared to either an
optimal routing scheme dispensing with sleep-wake scheduling
or compared to a pure sleep scheduling scheme. As a benefit,
a NL improvement of about 284% was observed compared to
the conventional optimal routing schemes relying on a fixed
sleep scheduling. Similarly, Hsu et al. [72] proposed the joint
design of sleep-wake scheduling necessitating the appropriate
organization of sensors to become dormant for the sake of
improving the energy-efficiency and of opportunistic routing,
which improved the routing diversity by spatially distributing
the tele-traffic. This improved the reliability of transmission
across the network, whilst additionally improving the NL.

An interesting sleep scheduling approach, namely the virtual
backbone scheduling philosophy was employed in [73], where
the traffic is only forwarded through the so-called backbone
sensor nodes constituted by the non-correlated sensor nodes,
while the rest of the sensors remain in sleeping-mode in the
WSN considered. The sleep scheduling approach of Zhao et
al. [73] provided a spatially balanced distribution of the ED
and thus maximized the NL. Jeon et al. [63] suggested that
the NL can be improved using joint contention and sleep-wake
mode control, while guaranteeing both the throughput and the
SINR requirements. Furthermore, Chamam et al. [74] focused
their attention on finding the optimal sensor status in terms of
their sleep-wake mode as well as their potential cluster head
status for the sake of NL maximization subject to coverage,
clustering and routing constraints. A joint data aggregation
and MAC layer design was proposed by Li et al. [75], where
both the network traffic was carefully adjusted with the aid
of data aggregation and the power dissipation was reduced
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TABLE IV
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF OPPORTUNISTIC TRANSMISSION TECHNIQUES THAT MAXIMIZE THE

LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2005
Chen et al. [8] NL-1,-12: NL Const.-1,-2: Channel state informa-

tion (CSI), residual energy informa-
tion (REI)

A greedy max-min algorithm [138] in
order to maximize the NL by exploit-
ing CSI and REI. Optimal solution is
obtained.

2007

Chen et al.
[67]

NL-12: NL Const.-1,-2: Transmission schedul-
ing, CSI, REI, optimal scheduling

Formulated as a stochastic shortest path
Markov decision process [139] and
solved using a dynamic protocol for life-
time maximization (DPLM), which pro-
vides suboptimal solution.

2010

Phan et al. [68] NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Instantaneous channel
conditions, energy efficient trans-
mission scheme, throughput, end-
to-end delay

An algorithm based on binary decision
aided transmission with channel aware
back-off adjustment. Suboptimal solu-
tion is obtained.

Hung et al.
[69]

NL-9: NL Const.-2,-4: Opportunistic routing,
path diversity, reliability, delay

A distributed routing scheme, namely
the so-called energy-efficient opportunis-
tic routing technology (EFFORT) [140],
which provides optimal solution.

2011
Wu et al. [70] NL-1,-12: NL Const.-1,-2: Transmission scheme

selection, transmission distance,
outage probability, power allocation

A coalition formation game [141] us-
ing nontransferable utility game theory
model. A stronger stability solution can
be achieved, which leads to the global
optimum.

through sleep scheduling, which were jointly considered under
the constraint of a specific packet delivery delay.

Hoesel et al. [56] proposed a cross-layer approach for
jointly optimizing the MAC and routing layer in order to
maximize the NL, where the MAC layer is in charge of
setting the sensors to their active or inactive mode, while
the routing layer identifies efficient routes in the face of
a dynamic node topology. Finally, an energy conservation
method was designed by Sichitiu et al. [76] for the sake of
NL maximization, where a sensor on-off mode scheduling
scheme was proposed for awakening a specific sensor, if and
only if necessary. In this section, the major contributions
on the subject of sleep-wake-up mode scheduling techniques
maximizing the NL are summarized in Fig. 7, while their
OFs, constraints, optimization algorithms and optimality are
surveyed in Table V.

C. Routing and Clustering

Routing decisions play a significant role in determining
the achievable NL. Specifically, constructing lifetime-aware
routes is crucial for the sake of NL maximization, since a
dynamic route created by the sensors having the maximum
residual battery charge can be beneficially exploited, each
time when a transmission from the SN to DN is initiated,
which assists the network in balancing the overall ED and
ultimately in extending its lifetime. In order to maximize the
NL, in [77] the routing of the tele-traffic had to be balanced

across the WSN considered, since repeatedly using the same
route depletes the battery of the corresponding sensors more
rapidly than that of the rest of the sensors and thus degrades the
NL. However, exploiting the battery energy of the remaining
active sensors has the potential of extending the NL. Therefore,
optimizing the routes directly affects the NL. For instance,
Liu et al. [71] considered a joint routing and sleep-mode
scheduling algorithm for balancing the traffic load across
the entire network and for reducing the ED by allowing
the idle sensors to switch to their sleep mode. The joint
optimization based algorithm proposed in [71] extended the
NL by 29% compared to either the pure routing optimized
scheme or to a pure sleep-mode scheduling scheme operating
without their joint optimization. Furthermore, a dramatic NL
improvement of about 284% was observed compared to the
conventional optimal routing schemes relying on a fixed sleep-
mode scheduling. Similarly, Hsu et al. [72] proposed the
appropriate organization of sensors for jointly optimizing both
their sleep-mode for energy-efficiency and their opportunistic
routing for the sake of balancing their traffic load distribution
and for improving the attainable transmission reliability across
the network for the sake of NL maximization. On the other
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TABLE V
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF SLEEP-WAKE SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES THAT MAXIMIZE THE

LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2004

Hoesel et
al. [56]

NL-2: NL Const.-1,-2: TDMA-based
MAC protocol, sleep
scheduling, routing, dynamic
topology

An on-demand source routing algorithm [129] using
OMNeT++. Optimal solution is obtained.

Sichitiu et
al. [76]

NL-2: NL Const.-1,-2,-4: Sleep schedul-
ing, energy conservation

A distributed sleep-awake based scheduling algorithm
relying on energy conservation scheme. Optimal so-
lution is obtained.

2009

Chamam
et al. [74]

NL-8: NL Const.-2,-3: Coverage quality,
clustering, routing, sleep
scheduling

TABU search heuristic algorithm [142] providing a
suboptimal solution with reduced complexity and
an integer linear programming model providing an
optimal solution at the cost of high-complexity, which
is solved using CPLEX library [132].

2010

Kim et
al. [137]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Sleep-wake
scheduling, minimizing packet
delay, any-cast forwarding

An optimal any-cast algorithm based on the value-
iteration and local optimal algorithms.

Liu et
al. [71]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Balanced traffic
routing, sleep scheduling

An iterative geometric programming algorithm [131]
based on signomial programming [143] problem.
Near-optimal solution is obtained.

2012

Zhao et
al. [73]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Sleep scheduling,
energy-delay trade-off, virtual
backbone scheduling

Schedule transition graph, virtual scheduling graph
algorithms, distributed iterative local replacement
scheme. Suboptimal solutions are obtained.

2013

Jeon et
al. [63]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2,-5: Contention and
sleep control probability,
throughput and SINR
requirements, energy
constraints

An algorithm based on subgradient method [130] for
finding the optimal Lagrange multipliers [136].

Li et
al. [75]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Data aggregation,
reduced network traffic, sleep
scheduling, packet delivery de-
lay

Joint aggregation and MAC holistic approach using
NS-2 simulations and testbed experiments. Subopti-
mal solution is obtained.

2014

Hsu et
al. [72]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Sleep scheduling,
traffic balance, route diversity,
transmission reliability, oppor-
tunistic routing

Joint design of asynchronous sleep-wake scheduling
and opportunistic routing technology. Suboptimal so-
lution is obtained.

hand, the joint optimization of the data aggregation3 and
maximum-lifetime-oriented routing was considered in [78],
where the data aggregation reduces the traffic-load across
the network by avoiding the transmission of the redundant
data, which is identified with the aid of the temporal-spatial
data correlation. Hence, the power dissipation of the sensor
nodes that are adjacent to the sink node can be substantially
reduced, while the maximum-lifetime routing policy balances

3Data aggregation is an information processing technique, which incorpo-
rates data arriving from various sensor nodes in order to cope with the spatial
and temporal data correlation by eliminating the redundant information, while
minimizing the number of transmissions with the aid of aggregators located
at specific sensor nodes.

the traffic for avoiding the overloading some of the sensors.
Additionally, Amiri et al. [79] studied the joint optimization
of traffic routing and camera selection strategy for the sake
of NL maximization, where efficient sensor collaboration was
required for data sensing and camera selection for the sake of
extending the NL. This approach supports the collaboration of
different sensors to avoid redundant sensing of various areas
in the WSN and assists in the cooperative routing of the tele-
traffic generated. In [80], Al-Shawi et al. developed a routing
algorithm for WSNs for extending the NL, where the aim is to
find an optimal route from the SN to the sink node with the aid
of the highest remaining battery charge, the minimum number
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TABLE VI
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF ROUTING TECHNIQUES THAT MAXIMIZE THE LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2000
Chang et al.
[77]

NL-1: NL Const.-2: Balancing ED rates
amongst nodes, flow routing

Flow augmentation algorithm [144], flow
redirection algorithm [145]. Suboptimal
solution is obtained.

2004

Chang et al.
[82]

NL-1: NL Const.-2: Flow conservation, rout-
ing control packets, ED rate, resid-
ual energy levels

Flow augmentation algorithm based on the
shortest path routing strategy using the
link cost quantified by the communica-
tion ED and residual energy levels. Near-
optimal solution is obtained.

2008
Hua et al. [78] NL-1: NL Const.-2: Traffic reduction, traffic

balancing, data aggregation
Maximum lifetime routing algorithm us-
ing routing adaptation and the classic
gradient method. Optimal solution is ob-
tained.

2009

Cheng et al.
[43]

NL-1: NL Const.-2: Energy and bandwidth
constraints, link rate allocation,
routing

Algorithms for scalable rate allocation
along the shortest paths and optimizing
the lifetime subject to a bandwidth con-
straint. Suboptimal solution is obtained.

Li et al. [28] NL-11: NL Const.-2: Source coding, source
throughput, multihop routing

An algorithm using character-based rout-
ing [28], which relays data only over
nodes having higher importance. Optimal
solution is obtained.

He et al. [83] NL-1: NL Const.-2: Source rate, encoding
power, routing scheme

A distributed algorithm using subgradient
method [130], [146]. Optimal solution is
obtained.

2010
Liu et al. [71] NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Balanced traffic rout-

ing, sleep scheduling
An iterative geometric programming al-
gorithm [131] based on signomial pro-
gramming [143] problem. Near-optimal
solution is obtained.

2011
Amiri et al.
[79]

NL-1: NL Const.-2: Traffic routing, camera
selection strategy, node collabora-
tion

An optimal collaborative routing and cam-
era selection algorithm, a low-complexity
suboptimal heuristic routing and camera
selection algorithm.

2012
Al-Shawi et al.
[80]

NL-1: NL Const.-2: Optimal route, residual
battery charge, number of hops,
traffic load

An optimal path algorithm based on the
joint design of a fuzzy approach [147] and
an A-star algorithm [148].

2013
Peng et al. [81] NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Balancing node life-

time, delivery delay constraint,
power dissipation

A holistic lifetime balancing technique,
namely the so-called intra-route and inter-
route coordination method.

2014

Cassandras et
al. [12]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Optimal routing
scheme, nonlinear battery
discharging, balancing ED

An algorithm solving a set of simpler
non-linear programming problems based
on kinetic battery model [149]. Optimal
solution is obtained.

Hsu et al. [72] NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2: Sleep scheduling, traf-
fic balance, route diversity, trans-
mission reliability, opportunistic
routing

Joint design of asynchronous sleep-wake
scheduling and opportunistic routing tech-
nology. Suboptimal solution is obtained.
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2000

2014

Chang et al. [77] advocated that the routing of the tele-traffic had to be balanced across the WSN considered in
order to maximize the NL.2000

Chang et al. [82] formulated the maximum-NL routing challenge as a linear programming problem, which was
used as the bench marker of the near-optimal NL acquired by their proposed routing algorithm.

2004

Hua et al. [78] considered the joint optimization of the data aggregation and maximum lifetime routing.

2008

Cheng et al. [43] jointly optimized the energy- and bandwidth-requirements by carefully selecting the routing
and rate allocation for maximum NL routing.

2009

Li et al. [28] proposed three components for the NL optimization problem including optimizing the source
coding, the source throughput of each sensor node and the multihop routing.

2009

He et al. [83] jointly optimized the source rates, the encoder’s power dissipation and the routing scheme in
order to find optimal solution to the lifetime maximization problem.

2009

Liu et al. [71] considered a joint routing and sleep-mode scheduling algorithm for balancing the traffic load
across the entire network for the sake of NL maximization.

2010

Amiri et al. [79] studied the joint optimization of traffic routing and camera selection strategy for the sake of
NL maximization.

2011

Al-Shawi et al. [80] developed a routing algorithm for extending the NL, where the aim is to find an optimal
route with the aid of the highest remaining battery charge.

2012

Peng et al. [81] invoked intra- and inter-route coordinations for allowing the nodes balance their ED across the
network in order to maximize the NL.

2013
Cassandras et al. [12] proposed an optimal routing scheme for a WSN having realistic nonideal batteries with
the objective of maximizing the NL.

2014 Hsu et al. [72] proposed the joint design of sleep-wake scheduling necessitating the appropriate organization of
sensors to become idle for the sake of NL maximization.2014

Fig. 8. Timeline of the routing optimization techniques that maximize the NL.

of hops and the minimum traffic load. Peng et al. [81] invoked
intra-route coordination for allowing the nodes along the same
route to balance their node lifetime durations, which was
also combined with inter-route coordination for additionally
balancing the lifetime durations of the sensors along different
routes in order to collaboratively maximize the NL. This was
carried out under a specific delivery delay constraint.

A cross-layer approach conceived for maximizing the NL
was proposed in [62], where MAC-aware routing optimization
schemes were designed for WSNs that are capable of multi-
channel access. Another cross-layer approach was conceived
for maximum NL routing in [43], where the energy- and
bandwidth-requirements were jointly optimized by carefully
selecting the routing and rate allocation in a bandwidth-
and energy-constrained WSN. Additionally, Chang et al. [82]
formulated the maximum-NL routing challenge as a linear
programming problem, which was used as the benchmarker
of the near-optimal NL acquired by their proposed routing
algorithm. However, the design goal in [82] was to simply
find the specific flow that maximizes the NL relying on

the flow conservation constraint4. Additionally, an optimal
routing scheme was proposed in [12] with the objective of
maximizing the NL, where the authors considered realistic
nonideal batteries by modeling the nonlinear ED behavior of
the typical batteries.

Li et al. [28] proposed three components for the NL
optimization problem including optimizing the source coding,
the source throughput of each sensor node and the multihop
routing, where the bandwidth-efficient local quantization of the
source-information and the employment of energy-conscious
multihop routing are widely known to be essential for achiev-
ing energy conservation. These three components were for-
mulated as a linear programming problem for maximizing the
NL. Similarly, distributed algorithms were developed by He

4For any sensor node, flow in is equivalent to flow out. If the source is
generating bj flows, in a directed graph with a set V nodes, we have

∑
fj,k−∑

fi,j = bj , where fi,j represents a flow from SN i to DN j, for i, j ∈ V .
Explicitly, if only a sensor node is generating source information for a DN,
then the intermediate node k ∈ V can only have the additional amount of
flow information that is generated at the SN, so that the flow generated at the
SN is conserved for the DN.
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2008

2015

Wang et al. [54] aimed to prolong the NL by moving the mobile sensors closer to those stationary sensors,
which are heavily loaded by the network’s tele-traffic.2008

Hamida et al. [29] advocated that the NL can be improved using mobile sinks, where the relaying-overhead can
be spread and the formation of undesired tele-traffic bottlenecks can be prevented.

2008

Shi et al. [88] were able to achieve an approximation algorithm for the maximum NL despite higher complexity
compared to constrained case, where the benefit of having a mobile base station along with joint routing for
improving the NL was demonstrated.

2008

Luo et al. [55] demonstrated that the mobile sink nodes are always more beneficial than the stationary sinks in
terms of extending the NL.

2010

Yun et al. [90] proposed a framework, where a sensor node transmits only if the location of the mobile sink is
beneficial in terms of extending the NL.2013

Wang et al. [89] proposed a relocation scheme for the mobile sink for maximizing the NL, since the adjacent
sensors of the sink node deplete their battery more rapidly than the rest of the nodes.2014

Tashtarian et al. [92] studied the benefits of sink-mobility control in the context of event-driven applications in
order to maximize the NL.2015

Fig. 9. Timeline of mobility-aided techniques that extend the NL.

et al. [83] by exploiting the so-called Lagrangian duality5 in
order to find the optimal solution to the lifetime maximization
problem, which was formulated based on the joint optimization
of the source rates, the encoder’s power dissipation and the
routing scheme. In this section, the major contributions on
the subject of routing optimization techniques designed for
NL maximization are surveyed in Fig. 8, while their OFs,
constraints, optimization algorithms and optimality are sum-
marized in Table VI.

Nonetheless, long-haul communication with distant areas
are costly in terms of ED in battery-powered WSNs. Hence,
this scenario necessitates a multi-tier network architecture for
relaying the data, while keeping the network operational for
the longest possible period of time. An efficient method of
increasing the lifetime of WSNs is to partition the network
into several clusters under the control of a high-energy clus-
ter head [84], which the network can rely on. Specifically,
Gupta et al. [85] proposed an efficient fault-tolerant clustering
scheme, where the sensors of a failed cluster may be incor-
porated into an operational cluster for the sake of network
lifetime maximization. Similarly, the same authors developed
an algorithm in [86] for exploiting the gateways equipped with
a high-energy battery in order to maximize the NL by avoiding
spatially unbalanced ED across the network.

D. Mobile Relays and Sinks

Data collection at the sink node often results in routing-
congestion in the vicinity of sensors neighboring the sink
node, since these sensors are frequently used for delivering
the data to the DN. This results in rapid battery depletion
of these particular sensor nodes and leads to NL reduction

5A minimization problem can be referred to as a primal (original) problem,
and there exists a dual maximization problem of that particular minimization
primal problem, which can produce the same optimal solution as the primal
one. The Lagrangian duality is preferred, since the dual optimization problem
is always convex, which can be efficiently solved, even though the primal
problem is a nonconvex one.

due to the unbalanced traffic-load, thus imposing an unevenly
distributed ED across the WSN [87]. A beneficial method of
circumventing this problem is to rely on a technique referred
to as controlled mobility, which relies on mobile sensors or
mobile sinks, where each mobile sensor cooperatively decides
its direction of movement in order to prevent an uneven traffic
burden distribution. As a benefit, the traffic-load becomes
uniformly distributed across the network by taking advantage
of the mobility. For instance, in [54] Wang et al. considered
a WSN, which is constituted by several mobile relay sensor
nodes and a large number of stationary nodes, where the
resources of the mobile sensors are richer than those of the
stationary sensors. The aim of the work presented in [54]
was to prolong the NL by moving the mobile sensors closer
to those stationary sensors, which are heavily loaded by the
network’s tele-traffic. Similarly, Hamida et al. [29] advocated
that the NL can be significantly improved via mobile sinks,
where the relaying-overhead of sensor nodes that are close
to the sink can be spread and the formation of undesired
tele-traffic bottlenecks can be prevented. An interesting study
on the benefit of having a mobile base station along with
joint routing for improving the NL was proposed by Shi
et al. [88]. This study considered a constrained location of
the base station. Interestingly, Shi et al. [88] demonstrated
that when the location of a base station is un-constrained,
an approximation algorithm was proposed that has a higher
complexity compared to the constrained case, while the NL
achieved is close to the maximum NL with a small precision
value. Similar to [88], Luo et al. [55] analyzed the effects
of joint sink mobility and routing in order to maximize the
NL, however they only constrained the position of the mobile
sink to a limited number of locations. Consequently, Luo et
al. [55] demonstrated that the mobile sink nodes are always
more beneficial than the stationary sinks in terms of extending
the NL. A relocation scheme was proposed for the mobile
sink by Wang et al. [89] for maximizing the NL, since the
adjacent sensors of the sink node deplete their battery more
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rapidly than the rest of the nodes in WSNs. Their proposed
scheme exploited the knowledge of the remaining battery
charge information of the sensor nodes for adaptively adjusting
the transmission distance of the sensor nodes and for the
beneficial relocation of the sink node.

Additionally, similar studies were carried out in [90], [91],
where a sensor node transmits only on condition, if the
location of the mobile sink is beneficial in terms of extending
the NL, under the additional constraint that each sensor stores
its data up to a predetermined delay tolerance threshold. A
different approach was proposed by Tashtarian et al. [92], who
studied the benefits of sink-mobility control in the context of
event-driven applications in order to maximize the NL. More
explicitly, in the interest of maximizing the NL, an optimal
single-hop link was relied upon in [92] without assuming any
specific predetermined network structure, where the mobile
sink node has to capture the occurrence of specific events
gleaned from a group of sensors, until a certain deadline
expired. The main contributions on mobility-aided techniques
that extend the NL are reviewed in Fig. 9 of this section, while
their OFs, constraints, optimization algorithms and optimality
are characterized in Table VII.

E. Coverage, Connectivity and Optimal Deployment

The term coverage is also referred to as sensing coverage,
which indicates the observation quality of specific events
within a target area, at a particular sensing point or within
a barrier field covered by the sensors deployed. We note
that the sensed information is processed relying on a specific
hardware component, which is distinct from the transceiver
component of the particular sensor device [1], [2]. Naturally,
a specific point within the target area may be concurrently
sensed by several sensors. While this type of deployment can
be beneficial in terms of improving the quality or reliability
of the data observed, this also introduces data redundancy,
which in turn results in wasted energy. Hence, it is beneficial
to critically appraise, whether the data should or should not be
transmitted to the base station. Explicitly, if insufficient sensors
are deployed, the probability of adequate connectivity to the
base station or to another sensor might become inadequately
low. Crucially, ensuring high-quality connectivity of these
sensors predetermines the ability of transmitting the sensed
observations to the base station. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the
sensing range Rs determines the area within which adequate
sensing is achieved, and the transmission range Rt defines
the area of adequate transmission quality. More explicitly, an
observation at points X and Y cannot be adequately recorded,
since the sensing range of the given sensors is too restricted,
even though the points lie within the adequate transmission
range. Hence, other sensor nodes have to cover the X and
Y points, but at the same time the sensors have to remain
within the adequate transmission range of node-A and node-B,
respectively, so that the observations can be adequately sensed
and transmitted to the base station. Regarding this issue, Zhang
et al. [93] formally proved that a complete coverage of a
convex region implies having adequate connectivity amongst
all the sensors deployed, provided that the transmission range

is at least twice the sensing range, i.e. we have Rt ≥ 2Rs. Fur-
ther debates on the subjects of sensing range and transmission
range can be found in [20], [93]–[96].

One of the most important constraints of the WSNs is to
provide reliable full coverage of a particular sensing field at
any moment in time and to relay all the sensed data to the sink
node via a subset of the deployed sensors. Chen et al. [97]
developed a novel NL maximization algorithm, which allows
the activation of the lowest possible number of sensor nodes
with the aid of traffic-balancing in order to provide reliable
full coverage of a specific sensing field, while providing any-
time connectivity to a base station. Similarly, Zhao et al. [26]
proposed a scheduling approach necessitating for all the active
sensors to maintain full-time coverage of a particular target
area all the time and to send all the sensed information to
the sink via subsets of sensors, which also requires full-time
connectivity to the sink with the aid of multi-hop communi-
cation between these subsets. If the coverage of the target
area and the anticipated connectivity within the subsets of
sensors and the sink node cannot be maintained, then the
authors of [26] assumed that the NL expires. Additionally,
Deng et al. [98] studied the issues of reliable coverage in
the context of agricultural applications of WSNs, assuming
that each node is equipped with sensors carrying out different
tasks, where the aim was to schedule the activity of these
heterogeneous sensors by ensuring that reliable coverage can
be maintained, whilst the NL is maximized. As an alternative
solution, Lin et al. [99] proposed an ant colony optimization
based approach that is capable of maximizing the lifetime
of heterogeneous WSNs, where a construction graph is used
for determining the maximum number of disjoint connected
coverage segments6, where each sensor in this disjoint subset
can individually maintain both the required coverage quality
and reliable network connectivity, while the rest of the sensors
of the same disjoint subset are in their sleep-mode. Du et
al. [14] also focused their attention on NL maximization
subject to the military barrier coverage constraints7, where
the sensors form continuous geographic area barriers with the
goal of detecting the crossing of an area by the adversaries.
Additionally, Lu et al. [100] investigated the sleep-mode
scheduling problem in order to maximize the NL by only
turning on a specific subset of sensors for monitoring the
target spots and for exploiting the transmission of the sensed
data over multiple hops, all the way to the base station. As
another design alternative, Hu et al. [101] employed a genetic
algorithm for solving the problem of finding the maximum
number of disjoint subsets of sensors for maximizing the NL,

6A specific sensor field is partitioned into smaller sensor subsets, where
each subset may be composed of several sensors that are potentially closer to
each other. The main idea of the disjoint subsets, also referred as the sensor
covers, is to allow each sensor under the same subset to successively carry
out all the tasks of that particular disjoint coverage area. More explicitly, the
sensors within the same subset are not turned on at the same time. Instead,
they are rather activated sequentially, after the previous sensor has run out of
battery. This method assists in extending the NL.

7Barrier coverage is exploited especially in military applications, where an
intruder crossing a particular region has to be detected. Therefore, a sensor
barrier is usually formed by several connected sensors across the entire target
region, which may feature a trip-wire-like structure to detect any potential
crossings by intruders.
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TABLE VII
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF MOBILE RELAY AND/OR SINK TECHNIQUES THAT MAXIMIZE THE

LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2008

Wang et

al. [54]
NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Resource rich mo-

bile relay sensors, assisting heav-
ily burdened sensors, routing

Joint mobility of relay nodes and aggregation
routing algorithm [150]. Near-optimal solution is
obtained.

Hamida et

al. [29]
NL-12: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink nodes,

overhead balancing, data dissem-
ination

The geographic hash table [151], line based data
dissemination [152], column-row location ser-
vice [153]. Suboptimal solutions are obtained.

Shi et

al. [88]
NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink nodes,

routing, flow conservation, rate
and energy constraints

An approximation algorithm that intelligently di-
vides the search space into subareas, which are
represented by "fictitious cost point" [154]. A
near-optimal solution is obtained, where NL is
guaranteed to be at least (1−ε) of the optimal NL
provided that ε>0 and can be arbitrarily small.

2010

Luo et al.

[55]
NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink nodes,

routing flow conservation, rate
and energy constraints

An efficient primal-dual algorithm [136] for a
single mobile sink and extended duality theory
based approximation algorithm for multiple sinks.
A near-optimal solution is obtained.

2013

Yun et al.

[90], [91]
NL-11: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink node,

delay tolerance, optimal sink po-
sitioning, energy and flow con-
servation constraints

A subgradient algorithm based on delay tolerant
mobile sink model [130], [146] using GNU linear
programming kit (GLPK) [155]. Locally optimal
solution is obtained.

2014
Wang et

al. [89]
NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink, sink re-

location, residual battery energy,
adaptive transmission range

Energy-aware sink relocation algorithm adopting
energy-aware routing maximum capacity path.
Suboptimal solution is obtained.

2015
Tashtarian
et al. [92]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Mobile sink,
continuous and optimal
trajectory (COT)

The COT is computed with the aid of an ap-
proximation algorithm. Near-optimal solution is
obtained.

where the disjoint subsets of sensors had the particular feature
that each sensor of a specific subset provides full coverage
of the target area. The major contributions on the subject of
coverage and connectivity improvement techniques conceived
for the sake of NL maximization are summarized in Fig. 10
of this section, while their OFs, constraints, optimization
algorithms and optimality are surveyed in Table VIII.

Nonetheless, the sensors that are close to the sink node
are often exposed to excessive tele-traffic, since these sensors
have to relay data for a large number of sensors in the rest of
the coverage area and hence they tend to drain their battery
much more rapidly than the rest of the sensors. One way
of alleviating this problem is to conceive an efficient node
deployment that avoids the tele-traffic bottleneck. An optimal
deployment must provide full coverage for the target area,
while maintaining a reliable connectivity and best possible
NL, for example by setting the redundant sensors to their
sleep-mode within the same region. In the literature, there

are various optimal deployment strategies that maximize the
NL. A specific example of this can be found in [102], where
Natalizio et al. analyzed the optimal placement of the sensor
nodes within a particular sensing field in order to maximize
the NL of the WSN considered. Liu et al. [39] focused
their attention on identifying the tele-traffic bottlenecks and
the energy-hole regions, thus further improving the node-
deployment strategy, while achieving a balanced ED across
the network was guaranteed for the sake of maximizing the
NL. Similarly, a robust traffic-flow-aware scale-free topology
was developed by Wang et al. [49], where the traffic-flow and
hence also the ED across the network was balanced.

An appealing node-deployment strategy was proposed by
Magno et al. [103], where an ultra-low-power overlay network
was super-imposed on a less energy-efficient WSN in order to
extend the NL of the low-efficiency WSN designed for po-
tentially power-hungry surveillance applications supported by
the low-power overlay network relying on the most recent ad-
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2008

2015

Zhao et al. [26] proposed a scheduling approach necessitating for all the active sensors to maintain full-time
coverage of a particular target area, while maximizing the NL.2008

Hu et al. [101] employed a genetic algorithm for achieving the maximum number of disjoint subsets of sensors
for maximizing the NL, while providing full coverage for a specific target area.

2010 Lin et al. [99] proposed an ant colony optimization based approach that maximizes the NL, where each sensor
can maintain both the coverage quality and reliable connectivity.

2012

Du et al. [14] focused their attention on NL maximization subject to the barrier coverage constraints, which
maintains the coverage quality for a certain location.

2013

Lu et al. [100] investigated the sleep-mode scheduling problem in order to maximize the NL by only turning on
a specific subset of sensors for monitoring the target spots.

2015

Deng et al. [98] studied the issues of reliable coverage in the context of agricultural applications of WSNs,
where the aim was to ensure coverage quality, whilst maximizing the NL.

2015
Chen et al. [97] developed a novel NL maximization algorithm, which enables reliable full coverage of a
specific sensing field, while providing any-time connectivity to a base station.2015

Fig. 10. Timeline of the coverage and connectivity improvement techniques designed for NL maximization.
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Fig. 11. The relationship between the sensing and the connectivity ranges,
when Rt > Rs.

vances both in energy harvesting and wake-up radio technolo-
gies. Additionally, Mini et al. [104] determined the optimal
deployment locations of specific sensor nodes and developed a
scheduling scheme for these optimally-located sensors so that
the overall NL was maximized, while achieving the required
target coverage level. They also demonstrated [104] that in
order to guarantee the target coverage level and to maximize
the NL, only the minimum number of sensor nodes guarantee-
ing seamless connectivity was allowed to be scheduled, while
the redundant sensors would only be used, when absolutely
necessary for preventing any potential NL-expiry. More explic-
itly, turning on all the sensors together is energy-inefficient.
Instead, turning off the sensors adjacent to the one currently
operating and turning them on one-by-one, only when it is
required, is capable of significantly increasing the NL, while
maintaining the desired coverage probability. Similarly, Wang
et al. [40] investigated the relay node placement problem
under specific coverage, connectivity and NL constraints in
heterogeneous WSNs. Phan et al. [38] presented a two-
stage cross-layer optimization technique, where the first stage
involved maximizing the number of sensor nodes deployed
within the existing WSN, while the second stage considered
both the power allocation and scheduling operations in order
to maximize the NL. As a further beneficial solution, in [105],

Cristescu et al. investigated the power efficient data gathering
problem subject to particular distortion constraints, while
providing the optimal node placement solution by striking a
trade-off between the total power dissipation and the NL.

Najimi et al. [16] proposed a node selection algorithm for
balancing the ED of the sensors in order to maximize the NL,
where the sensor nodes having the highest residual battery
charges are chosen for spectrum sensing in wireless cognitive
sensor networks. Another deployment strategy designed for
maximizing the NL was proposed in [106], [107], which
relied on the cooperation of sensor nodes. On the other hand,
an ant colony optimization based transmission scheme was
designed for maximizing the NL by Liu et al. [108], where
each sensor was capable of adjusting its transmission range
for data transmission using the best possible energy efficiency
and the best possible energy balancing approaches. An energy
harvesting approach using a solar-powered relay node was
conceived in support of the cluster head by Zhang et al. [109],
where the optimal location of the cluster head was given by
that maximizing the NL. The major contributions on optimal
node-deployment techniques designed for NL maximization
are presented in Fig. 12 of this section, while their OFs, con-
straints, optimization algorithms and optimality are surveyed
in Table IX.

F. Data Gathering and Network Coding

One of the fundamental operations of the WSNs is to
collect data from sensors and to convey it to the sink node.
During the data collection stage, data aggregation can be
employed to fuse data from different sensors in order to
prevent redundant data transmission. More explicitly, He et
al. [110] considered an energy-efficient cross-layer design for
the gathering of spatially correlated sensory information, in
order to minimize the energy-waste that would be assigned
to redundant information and thus to maximize the NL.
Similarly, Cristescu et al. [105] investigated power-efficient
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2006

2015

Cristescu et al. [105] investigated the power efficient data gathering problem implementing the optimal node-
placement solution by striking a trade-off between the total ED and the NL.2006

Wang et al. [40] investigated the relay node-placement problem under specific coverage, connectivity and NL
constraints in heterogeneous WSNs.2007

Himsoon et al. [106] designed a node-deployment strategy for maximizing the NL, which relies on the
cooperation of sensor nodes.

2007

Natalizio et al. [102] analyzed the optimal node-placement of the sensor nodes within a particular sensing field
in order to maximize the NL of the WSN.

2008

Phan et al. [38] presented a two-stage cross-layer optimization technique, involving both the power allocation
and scheduling operations in order to maximize the NL.

2009

Zhang et al. [109] proposed an energy harvesting approach using a solar-powered relay node in support of the
cluster head, of which the optimal location was given by that maximizes the NL.

2011
Liu et al. [39] focused their attention on identifying the tele-traffic bottlenecks and the energy-hole regions in
order to improve the node-deployment strategy for the sake of NL maximization.

2013

Najimi et al. [16] proposed a node selection algorithm for balancing the ED of the sensors in order to maxi-
mize the NL using the sensors with the highest residual battery charges.

2014

Mini et al. [104] determined the optimal deployment locations of specific sensor nodes and developed a
scheduling scheme for these optimally-located sensors so that the overall NL was maximized.

2014 Liu et al. [108] designed an ant colony optimization based transmission scheme for maximizing the NL, where
each sensor was capable of adjusting its location for data transmission.

2014

Wang et al. [49] developed a robust traffic-flow-aware scale-free node-deployment topology, where the traffic-
flow and hence also the ED across the network was balanced.2015

Fig. 12. Timeline of the optimal node-deployment techniques conceived for NL maximization.

data gathering subject to certain distortion constraints, while
providing the optimal node placement solution subject to
striking a trade-off between the total power dissipation and
the NL. Additionally, Bhardwaj et al. [23], [24] focused their
attention on the fundamental constraints of the information
gathering and transmission to a base station, while deriving
the upper bounds of the achievable NL considering the impact
of several parameters on the NL, including the base station
location, path loss, initial battery charge, source location and
so on. In [111], Liang et al. considered an energy-efficient
data gathering method constructed for maximizing the NL,
where the goal was to maximize the number of data gathering
queries processed, until the first node failure occurs due to
exhausted battery charge in the WSN considered. Additionally,
another data gathering method was proposed in [112], where a
data gathering tree was constructed for the transmission of the
sensed data through each sensor all the way to the base station,
while preventing the formation of tele-traffic bottlenecks in
order to balance the traffic-load across the network and to
extend the attainable NL.

Nonetheless, network coding was designed for enabling the
intermediate nodes to compress their data packets that are
received from their adjacent nodes [113]. Network coding has
been shown to be able to enhance the energy-efficiency of
wireless networks, hence improving their NL, as discussed
in [114]–[116]. Further examples include [117], where Shah-
Mansouri et al. analyzed the trade-off between NL max-

imization and minimizing the number of network coding
operations, hence substantially reducing the required transmit
power, albeit these signal processing operations dissipate ad-
ditional power from the non-rechargeable battery. Decoding
operations may also significantly reduce the NL. Similarly,
Rout et al. [113] attempted to enhance the energy-efficiency
of the frequently activated bottleneck nodes that are usually
in the vicinity of the sink node by jointly considering sleep
scheduling and network coding in order to maximize the NL.

G. Data Correlation

A salient characteristic of WSNs is that the data collected
by the adjacent sensors may represent redundant information
owing to the temporal-spatial data correlation characteristics
of the neighboring sensors. Reducing the overall tele-traffic by
removing the redundancy can be beneficial in terms of energy
conservation and hence NL maximization. For example, He et
al. [110] conceived an energy-efficient cross-layer design for
the optimal data gathering from spatially correlated sensors in
order to minimize the energy-wastage imposed by transmitting
redundant information and thus to maximize the NL. Similarly,
He et al. [53] proposed a method of predicting the data to be
collected by a specific sensor based on the temporal-spatial
correlations of its neighboring sensors, which may then lead
to an extended NL, since these sensors whose data can be
predicted may be turned off. Additionally, Heo et al. [118]
introduced a prediction scheme for minimizing the traffic load
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TABLE VIII
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF COVERAGE AND CONNECTIVITY IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMIZING THE LIFETIME OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2008

Zhao et al. [26] NL-8: NL Const.-2,-3: Full-time coverage for
a specific area, any-time connectiv-
ity to sink node via a multi-hop
route

A heuristic algorithm based on an approx-
imation algorithm called communication
weighted greedy cover algorithm [26].
Near-optimal solution is obtained.

2010

Hu et al. [101] NL-5: NL Const.-1,-2,-3: Maximum number
of disjoint connected sensor subsets
that maintain complete coverage,
sleep scheduling

A hybrid genetic algorithm with schedule
transition operations. Suboptimal solution
is obtained.

2012

Lin et al. [99] NL-8: NL Const.-2,-3: Maximum number of
disjoint connected sensor subsets
that maintain sensing coverage and
network connectivity

Ant colony optimization based approach
for maximizing the number of connected
sensor subsets. Suboptimal solution is ob-
tained.

2013
Du et al. [14] NL-1: NL Const.-2,-3,-6: Redeployment,

sleep scheduling, k-discrete barrier
coverage probability

Maximum-lifetime for k-discrete barrier
coverage with limited-moving cost algo-
rithm [14]. Suboptimal solution is ob-
tained.

2015

Lu et al. [100] NL-6: NL Const.-1,-2,-3: Sleep scheduling,
target coverage, data collection,
multi-hop communication

Maximum lifetime coverage scheduling
problem is solved using polynomial-
time constant-factor approximation algo-
rithm [156]. Near optimal solution is ob-
tained.

Deng et al. [98] NL-8: NL Const.-1,-2,-3: Confident informa-
tion coverage, activity scheduling

Multi-modal confident information cover-
age problem solved via both a centralized
and a distributed heuristic algorithm. Sub-
optimal solution is obtained.

Chen et al. [97] NL-4: NL Const.-1,-2,-3: Least number of
sensor activation, traffic-balanced
routing, full-time coverage, any-
time connectivity

Maximum connected load-balancing
cover tree algorithm based on heuristic
coverage control and traffic balanced
routing strategy [97]. Suboptimal solution
is obtained.

across the WSN, which was further minimized by taking
advantage of the spatial correlation of the various sensors in
the interest of maximizing the NL. They demonstrated in [118]
that the amount of data to be transmitted can be reduced by
20% using the proposed scheme by exploiting both the context
prediction and the spatial correlation amongst the sensors,
which hence extended the NL.

The joint optimization of the data aggregation and max-
imum lifetime-based routing was considered in [78], where
data aggregation reduces the traffic-load across the network
by taking advantage of the temporal-spatial data correlation.
As a benefit, the power dissipation of the sensor nodes that are
adjacent to the sink node can be substantially reduced and then

the ensuing maximum lifetime-based routing further balances
the tele-traffic for the sake of avoiding any potential bottleneck
formation.

H. Energy Harvesting

Energy harvesting devices have been conceived for scav-
enging energy from the environment, hence they are often
referred to as energy harvesting wireless sensor networks (EH-
WSNs) [119], [120]. Compared to conventional battery pow-
ered WSNs, EH-WSNs provide substantial benefits in terms
of NL maximization [121]–[123]. However, from a practical
point of view, the entire WSNs cannot purely rely on nodes
equipped with EH devices due to the high cost and owing to
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TABLE IX
OF(S), CONSTRAINT(S) AND OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM(S) IN THE CONTEXT OF OPTIMAL DEPLOYMENT TECHNIQUES THAT MAXIMIZE THE LIFETIME

OF WSNS.

Year Author(s) OF(s) Constraint function(s) Optimization tool(s) and optimality

2006

Cristescu
et al. [105]

NL-1: NL,
total power
dissipation

Const.-1,-2,-6: Optimal transmission
scheme, optimal node placement, rate
allocation, data gathering

An optimal placement algorithm and a
lifetime optimization algorithm. Near-
optimal solution is obtained.

2007

Wang et
al. [40]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-3,-6: Coverage quality, relay
node placement, network connectivity

Local optimal approach for the placement
of the first and second phase relay nodes.
Optimal and near-optimal solutions are
provided.

Himsoon et
al. [106]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-5,-6: Cooperative diversity,
BER constraint, node selection, power
allocation, optimal deployment

A reduced complexity suboptimal algo-
rithm.

2008
Natalizio et
al. [102]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Optimal placement,
power control, residual battery charge

Monte Carlo simulations. Near-optimal
solution is obtained.

2009

Phan et al.
[38]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Sensor node admission
and deployment, power allocation,
link scheduling

Cross-layer optimization framework based
on mixed integer linear programming us-
ing CPLEX library [132]. Optimal solu-
tion is obtained.

2011
Zhang et
al. [109]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-6: Energy harvesting solar
powered relay node, optimal location
of cluster head, clustering

Single cluster algorithm for finding the
best location of cluster head. Near-optimal
solution is obtained.

2013

Liu et
al. [39]

NL-6: NL Const.-2,-3,-5,-6: Sensor deployment,
adaptive transmission range, balanced
ED, coverage quality, network con-
nectivity, avoidance of energy hole
regions, deployment strategy

An algorithm based on first node die time
and all nodes die time NL definitions for
finding the optimal transmission radius
using OMNeT++.

2014

Najimi et
al. [16]

NL-2: NL Const.-2,-6: Node selection for bal-
anced ED, maximize minimum resid-
ual battery charge

An iterative algorithm using convex op-
timization based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
optimality. Optimal solution is obtained.

Mini et
al. [104]

NL-6: NL Const.-1,-2,-3,-6: Optimal deployment
locations, sleep scheduling, require
target coverage level

A heuristic method for sleep scheduling,
which can achieve the theoretical upper
bound of NL.

Liu et
al. [108]

NL-1: NL Const.-1,-2,-4,-6: Transmission range,
maximum possible energy efficiency,
maximum possible energy balancing

An algorithm for finding optimal trans-
mission scheme based on ant colony opti-
mization. Suboptimal solution is obtained.

2015

Wang et
al. [49]

NL-1: NL Const.-2,-3,-4,-6: Balanced ED and
traffic flow, connectivity, robustness
against node failure, energy-efficient
topology

Flow-aware scale-free topology model an-
alyzed using shortest path and low-energy
adaptive clustering hierarchy [157] algo-
rithms. Suboptimal solution is obtained.
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a range of other physical constraints of EH sensor devices. As
an intermediate solution, a solar-powered node was used as the
cluster head in [109], where the optimal location of the cluster
head was determined using a specific cluster scheme conceived
for lifetime optimization. De-Witt et al. [124] incorporated en-
ergy harvesting into the barrier coverage problem investigated
in [14] and developed a certain solution to the problem of
maximizing the lifetime of k-barrier coverage in EH-WSNs,
while Martinez et al. [125] incorporated the energy harvesting
capability and the energy storage capacity limits into the as-
sociated routing decisions. Nonetheless, Tabassum et al. [119]
argues that achieving the required QoS for battery-constrained
wireless applications can be challenging due to battery failures,
which can be compensated by energy harvesting from ambient
sources. Therefore, Tabassum et al. reveals the key challenges
of designing energy harvesting cellular networks in [119] in
order to guarantee an increased battery-lifetime for wireless
devices. By contrast, He et al. [120] surveys various methods
of harvesting the ambient energy, with an emphasis on optimal
offline policies.

I. Beamforming

Distributed or collaborative beamforming utilizes multiple
single-antenna-aided transmitters, which form distributed an-
tenna arrays, whose phase-coherently combined waves create
angularly selective beams directed at the intended receiver,
which significantly increases the transmission distance. Each
transmitter can reduce its transmit power, since the ED is
shared amongst several transmitters. However, consistently
utilizing the same transmitters may completely drain the
battery charge of these specific sensors. Therefore, the failing
transmitters may lead to a coverage degradation in a particular
area. A beneficial beamforming solution was provided by
Feng et al. [126], where the authors explored the factors
influencing the ED and the NL. Feng et al. [126] also proposed
an algorithm providing a carefully balanced selection of the
transmitters for maximizing the NL, where the NL is doubled
compared to direct or multihop transmissions through a par-
ticular receiver that is located far-away from the sensing field.
Similarly, Bejar-Haro et al. [30] designed an energy-efficient
collaborative beamforming scheme for transmitting data to
a far-away base station for the sake of NL maximization,
while satisfying the target QoS requirement, such as the
SNR requirement. Additionally, Han et al. [127] aimed for
maximizing the NL by exploiting collaborative beamforming
and cooperative transmission techniques that can be invoked
by the closely located sensors in order to reduce the traffic-
load and to prevent the relaying of data by the specific sensors
having critical battery charges. The NL can be improved
by 10% to 90% using the transmission technique of [127]
depending on the particular network topology considered.

V. SUMMARY

Bearing in mind the contributions on the NL maximization
problem considered, we summarize our findings, including
some conclusive design guidelines, the lessons learned and
future research directions, as follows.

Application
Characteristics

Quality of Service
Requirements

Maximum Network
Lifetime and

Network Performance

Informed Decisions

ComplexitySolutions
Trade-off

Complexity

Solutions at
Reduced and Implementational

Network
Topology

WSN

Strategy
Deployment

Maximum NL
and

NL Design Objective

Fig. 13. Design criteria of energy-constrained WSNs in the interest of
maximizing the NL.

A. Conclusions

In the following, we formulate some design guidelines
for constructing maximum-lifetime applications of WSNs, as
portrayed in Fig. 13.

1. QoS Requirements: Observe in Fig. 13 that determining
the characteristics of the application considered and its QoS
requirements as well as the network’s design constraints play
a vital role in terms of maximizing the performance of the
WSN. For example, video surveillance applications require
higher data rate for maintaining the desired QoE of the
user(s). On the other hand, these applications may necessitate
a higher transmit power, where the NL may be significantly
degraded, since the sensors may be exposed to an increased
interference. For such an application, the system designer
has to define the lowest acceptable QoS, whilst attaining a
longer operational time for the WSN considered. Nonetheless,
different design constraints tend to require different strategies
for NL maximization. For example, maximizing the NL, while
maintaining the desired coverage quality and network connec-
tivity requires different considerations than NL maximization,
while maintaining an optimal sleep scheduling scheme and
opportunistic routing strategy.

2. NL Design Objective: Once the application requirements
have been determined, the WSN deployment strategy has to be
specified, which ultimately determines the network topology
that is vitally important for NL maximization. Explicitly, for
example a network having a string topology, where only the
adjacent nodes are within each others’ transmission range, the
NL is strictly dependent on that particular node’s lifetime,
which completely depletes its battery. However, in a network
having numerous alternative routes, the NL may be dependent
only on the SN’s lifetime, since the sensor measurements can
be delivered over numerous alternative routes. Therefore, the
NL can be defined depending on the particular application and
on its network topology.

3. Computational Complexity: Having described the appli-
cation characteristics and its QoS requirements along with the
NL definition that relies on the network topology constructed,
finding optimal solutions for the sake of NL maximization,
at a reduced complexity and/or providing trade-off solutions
between several important objective functions is vitally im-
portant for attaining the optimal communication parameter
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values at a reduced implementational complexity. It is also
of salient importance to provide the system designer with a
well-informed decision for the ensuing hardware implemen-
tations by carefully balancing the interplay amongst several
conflicting objectives, while guaranteeing the desired QoS
requirements.

4. Design Criteria Models for the Lifetime Maximization
of WSNs: In [9] Madan et al. considered the jointly optimized
transmit rate, power and link scheduling for the sake of NL
maximization in an interference-limited WSN communicating
over an AWGN channel. They also demonstrated the benefits
of multi-hop routing, traffic-load balancing, interference man-
agement and spatial reuse in extending the NL. In addition to
this, we analyzed the impact of the poor channel conditions on
the NL in the face of fading channels [11]. The design criteria
of Fig. 13 were partially inferred from [9] and [11] for the
sake of NL maximization, as illustrated in Table X.

Furthermore, Gu et al. [158] studied the options of bene-
ficial base station placement with the objective of extending
the NL based on a specific problem formulation, given specific
flow routing and energy conservation constraints. A heuristic
algorithm was proposed for solving the NL maximization
problem at a reduced complexity, albeit this was achieved at
the cost of a small reduction in NL compared the optimal NL
solution. On the other hand, in [13] we proposed a two-stage
NL maximization technique, where the NL was dependent
on the SN’s residual battery, since the SN’s information
was transmitted to a DN over alternative routes of a high-
complexity fully-connected WSN. Each route used for the
transmission of the SN’s information was computed for its
route lifetime (RL) and these RL values were computed
relying on the residual battery levels that were summed in
order to determine the overall NL, until the SN’s battery was
completely depleted. The exhaustive search algorithm (ESA)
was proposed for obtaining the optimal NL solution at the cost
of a higher computational complexity and a single-objective
genetic algorithm (SOGA) was developed for achieving a
near-optimal solution at a significantly reduced complexity
compared to ESA. Our design criteria of Fig. 13 are also in
line with those of [158] and [13] in the interest of maximizing
the NL, as seen in Table X.

B. Lessons Learned

The family of NL maximization techniques has attracted
a lot of research attention for the sake of prolonging the
flawless operation of battery-constrained WSNs. Therefore, in
this treatise we have outlined the design constraints of WSNs
in the interest of extending the NL. Commencing with the
portrayal of rich variety definitions of NL design objective
used for WSNs, the family of NL maximization techniques
was introduced. A range of design guidelines illustrated by
examples has been provided in order to characterize the
potential improvements of the different design criteria. We
have demonstrated that the design constraints, definitions of
NL design objective and NL maximization techniques have to
be carefully selected depending on the specific application and
on the objective function to be optimized.

We were able to classify NL maximization techniques into
resource allocation relying on cross-layer design as well as into
opportunistic transmission schemes and sleep-wake schedul-
ing, routing and clustering, mobile relays and sinks, coverage
and connectivity as well as optimal node-deployment, data
gathering and network coding, data correlation, energy har-
vesting and beamforming aspects, as highlighted in this paper.
We note that some of the papers may be classified into multiple
NL maximization techniques. We circumvented this ambiguity
by classifying the papers according to their specific context.

It is also plausible upon designing an energy-constrained
WSN, the designer first has to identify the QoS requirements.
Then, depending on the specific QoS requirements and objec-
tive function, the most suitable NL definition has to be deter-
mined. Finally, finding solutions at a reduced-complexity is a
challenging but an important factor for informing the system
designer before embarking on hardware implementations.

C. Future Research Ideas

We propose several directions for future research. Energy
harvesting [159]–[163] is a relatively new concept in wireless
sensor networks, where a sensor has the capability to convert
various forms of environmental energy into electricity in order
to supply the sensor node. Therefore, power allocation strate-
gies using energy harvesting sensors can be studied [164]–
[168] in order to extend the NL. Assuming that each sensor
has a limited battery capacity, using an external energy source
from nature can help in prolonging the NL. However, consid-
ering the relatively low efficiency of energy harvesters [159],
the NL maximization and power allocation mechanisms still
play a significant role in keeping the network functional for
an extended duration. This beneficial contribution of energy
harvesters in extending the NL can be formulated as part of
an optimization problem, as demonstrated in [109], [169]. As
part of the solution, the key challenges of designing energy
harvesting aided cellular networks discussed in [119] may be
taken into consideration in order to guarantee the increased
battery-lifetime of wireless devices.

The mobility models described in [54], [170] can be ex-
ploited in order to study how these models affect both the
convergence of the algorithms as well as the lifetime of WSNs.

Amplifying or decoding and remodulating the signals before
forwarding them is capable of achieving energy savings, as
discussed in [171]–[173]. Network coding also has substantial
benefits [113], [115], [174]–[177] in terms of energy savings,
hence extending the lifetime of WSNs.

Although the parameters of the problem formulations are
mostly assumed to be constant, in practice these parameters are
based on inaccurate estimates. Therefore, robust optimization
can be used for mitigating the effects of unavoidable errors
imposed, for example by channel estimation and power control
errors [178], [179].
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